PalletQuilts® are designed to cover and protect individual pallets of temperature sensitive commodities. A variety of designs, features and sizes are available to ensure your pallet quantity, temperature sensitive freight arrives in the condition you demand. Consider PalletQuilt® a viable alternative to refrigerated LTL carriers, a flexible source for combo loads, and to prevent drums, totes, & other commodities from damage caused by excessive heat and freezing temperatures. Like our other passive temperature protection products, PalletQuilt® captures the existing environment of your freight and assists in maintaining a safe temperature range throughout the delivery process.

Why PalletQuilt®?
• Protects from both heat and cold
• Multi- or limited use
• Covers various pallet heights
• Applied and removed in minutes

Help your products hold their integrity.
Contact a Q Products Thermal Protection Expert:
708-331-0094 or sales@qsales.com
PalletQuilt®

Protection From:

Heat
Shields from solar radiation and protects against temperature spikes.

Freezing
Multi-layer protection keeps goods above freezing, even for extended periods.

Condensation
Breathable, to reduce the probability of condensation and damaged packaging.

Specifications:

Standard, PalletQuilt® Kit, CWPQ, & Tote/Drum:
- Footprint: 40" x 48"
- Heights: 15", 24", 36", 50", 60", 72"
- Weight: varies by design
- Material: Standard or new Reflective

Airline ULD Quilt:
- Footprint: 96" x 125"
- Height: adjustable from 34"-64"
- Material: Standard or new Reflective

Custom and European sizes also available.

The PalletQuilt® Difference:
Actual data of temperature fluctuations on goods protected by PalletQuilt® in real world conditions*

Product Options:

Standard
Our standard, slipover design is close at all corners, disposable but durable enough to re-use.

CWPQ
For combo loading mixed loads for store distribution in single temp or dry trailers. Fits various pallet heights.

ULD Airline Quilt
Six sided protection featuring reflective exterior to reject heat from the tarmac and sun. Fits a variety of pallet configurations on LD3 shipments.

PalletQuilt Kit
Six sided protection provided by a bottom pad and wrap that secures with two sided tape.

Tote/Drum Kit
Designed to slip over 4 drum pallets and tote tanks, complete with tightening straps and BOL windows.

* Live test of beer kept in dry trailer from St. Louis, MO to Jacksonville, FL. Results will vary depending on specific circumstances. Consult a Q Products Expert for an accurate assessment of your shipping outlook.

** US Patent Number: 5,506,020
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